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Abstract:
Fibre optic sensors for pressure and strain measurement offer significant advances in a flight test environment as they have no local electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) restrictions, offer high spatial and temporal resolution and have a minimal footprint on surfaces or through aircraft structures. Sensors can also be distributed over large distances. Through the previous FP7 research program Advanced In-Flight Measurement 2 (AIM²), Cranfield University successfully flight tested fibre optic sensors for unsteady static pressure and surface strain measurement. An extrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFFPI) was used as a pressure sensor and fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) were used for surface strain measurement on a wing. This paper outlines the approaches taken in adapting and deploying the sensors onto a flight test platform, in this case a Scottish Aviation Bulldog light aerobatic aircraft. The nature of the certification process required the development of bespoke software and sensor packages to accommodate certifiable hardware. These systems and approaches will be outlined and data presented from flight tests in the Bulldog over a range of dynamic manoeuvres with a normal g-range of -1g to +4g, which has been extended to 6g in more recent tests.
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Introduction
The certification process of aircraft requires a significant program of flight tests where parameters including strain, acceleration, pressure, sideslip, angle of attack and wing shape are measured to validate the design processes and to ensure that the design meets the certification standard [1]-[3]. Recent advances in optical measurement methods have provided new opportunities for the flight test community to implement novel measurement techniques to streamline and improve the flight test process [4],[5]. More specifically, a two-part research program funded under EU FP6 and FP7, called ‘Advanced In-Flight Measurement’ (AIM and AIM²), recently completed a significant number of flight tests demonstrating the use of optical methods to measure parameters ranging from wing shape, measured using Image Pattern Correlation Technique (IPCT), to the measurement of pressure and strain of a wing using fibre optic based methods [4],[5]. In the latter case, fibre optic methods offer significant advantages as they have a minimal footprint (the diameter of an optical fibre is typically around 120μm), no electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) considerations and, for strain and pressure, they offer measurement resolution equivalent or better than standard instrumentation.

This paper presents recently obtained results from one of the flight test programs in AIM2, where a fibre optic strain measurement system, based on fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs), and an unsteady pressure system, based on an extrinsic fibre Fabry Perot interferometer (EFFPI), were certified on an aerobatic light aircraft and tested under steady state and dynamic conditions over a g-range of -1g to +6g.

Fibre Optic Strain Measurement
A fibre optic sensing system was developed for the measurement strain on wings using fibre Bragg grating (FBG) technology [6]. An FBG is a periodic modulation of the refractive index of the core of an optical fibre. This modulation acts to reflect a specific wavelength back along the optical fibre. The reflected wavelength is sensitive to perturbations such as temperature and strain, and thus interrogation of such strain sensors relies on measurement of the reflected wavelength. The wavelength encoded nature of FBGs facilitates the multiplexing of an array of sensors fabricated in a single optical fibre,
where each reflects a distinct wavelength under quiescent conditions.

The use of this method for the measurement of strain is relatively mature, with FBGs finding application in areas including structural health monitoring [7],[8], temperature sensing [9] and in the oil and gas industry. In addition, the technique is now seeing increasing use in aerospace applications [10] including for the measurement of the shape of wings [11].

In the work reported in this paper, 5 FBG’s, with different Bragg wavelengths were fabricated in SMF-28 optical fibre to enable the multi-point measurement of strain. Prior to exposure of the optical fibre to the output from a frequency quadrupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser operating at 266 nm, the polyacrylate buffer jacket was removed from the sections of fibre to be written. Each FBG had a length of 4mm with a typical reflectivity of 50% and 3dB bandwidth of 0.5nm. The FBGs were not recoated.

To prepare the FBG’s for the wind tunnel tests and flight tests, the sensors were calibrated in the laboratory. FBGs were adhered to a number of samples of aluminum aircraft skins (size 25 mm by 200 mm). In addition to bare aluminum surfaces, some of the FBGs were attached to samples with coatings representative of paint used on light aircraft. A number of adhesives were trialed, including epoxy resin and cyanoacrylate. For comparison with the strain measured by the FBGs, conventional resistive foil strain gauges (RFSGs), RS Components model 632-124, were mounted adjacent to the FBGs. The FBGs were interrogated by coupling the output from a Tunics Plus – 3642 HECL tunable laser (tuning range 1520 nm -1620 nm) into the optical fibre, and monitoring the reflected light using a photodiode. The complete spectral output was processed by fitting polynomial functions to the Bragg peaks and differentiating the polynomials to find zero crossing points and thus determine the central wavelengths.

The calibration experiments showed no significant differences between the strain sensitivity of FBGs mounted on painted or bare samples, with the FBG repeatability better than 0.29% of full scale over a range of 600με, compared with 0.41% from the conventional resistive foil strain gauges. FBG sensors attached using cyanoacrylate glue offered the best performance. The RFSG calibration closely matched the FBG measurements, yielding 0.8296 με/N compared to 0.8321 με/N for the RFSG. A single optical fibre containing an in-house fabricated wavelength division multiplexed array of 5 FBGs was used for the flight test.

**Fibre Optic Pressure Measurement**

The fibre optic pressure sensor was based on an extrinsic fibre Fabry Perot interferometer (EFFPI) [12]. In its simplest form, an EFFPI consists of an optical cavity formed at the end of an optical fibre by using a mounting sheath and a reflective diaphragm.

The use of EFFPI’s to measure pressure in aerospace applications appears to be limited [13],[14]. At the time of writing, there are no reports of the use of EFFPI’s for aircraft flight test. Here, a bespoke EFFPI sensor was fabricated by mounting a single mode fibre into a zirconia ferrule. The ferrule was inserted into a zirconia sleeve and an electret metallised Mylar film microphone membrane was attached to the end of the sleeve to create an optical cavity. This diaphragm was expected to have good frequency characteristics up to 20kHz. The ferrule was also machined on the side to create a ‘D’ profile to permit the fitting of a vent tube into the sleeve to allow the sensor to be configured as a relative pressure sensor. A general schematic of the EFFPI sensor is shown in *Fig 1.*

![Fig 1. Schematic of the EFFPI relative pressure sensor.](image-url)

The channeled optical spectrum reflected from the EFFPI was monitored using the tunable laser and photodiode described previously. As the ferrule was pushed into the sleeve, and the separation between the end of the fibre and the diaphragm decreased, the period of the sinusoidal channeled spectrum increased. The ferrules was glued in position when the 10
periods of the channeled spectrum were observed over a wavelength range of 27.45nm, which corresponded to a cavity length of 387 μm. The ferrule was glued into the sleeve using an epoxy resin.

EFFPI System Calibration and Data Processing for Wind Tunnels

The EFFPI was calibrated under laboratory conditions prior to the wind tunnel tests. This calibration involved recording the complete spectral output of the EFFPI during interrogation with a Santec HSL 2000 tunable laser. This laser was coupled to the fibre and a Druck DPI610 pressure calibrator connected to the reference port of the sensor. The output from the laser was tuned through the optical spectrum (1262.5-1311.5nm) at a frequency of 2.5 kHz with a 3dB bandwidth of 1.6nm. The pressure was varied over a range up to 400 Pa, which was the pressure range expected for the wind tunnel tests and flight tests. This calibration showed the EFFPI resolution to be better than 0.33% of full scale. Comparisons to a conventional Kulite pressure sensor, calibrated over a similar pressure range using the Druck DPI610, showed the Kulite to have acceptable linearity and a resolution better than 0.15% of full scale. The Kulite sensor was mounted adjacent to the EFFPI sensor during both the wind tunnel and flight tests as a benchmark for the performance of the EFFPI.

EFFPI System Calibration and Data Processing for Wind Tunnels

Due to the certification requirements for the aircraft modification, defined through Certification Standard CS-23, the systems used to interrogate the FBG and EFFPI sensors in the laboratory could not be used in the aircraft. For the flight testes, both types of sensor were interrogated using a SmartScan Aero FBG interrogator. This system met CS-23 standards and simplified the aircraft modification. The SmartScan interrogator is optimized for FBG sensors, providing a data stream that comprises the central wavelengths of intensity peaks observed in the reflection spectrum, determined using a centroid based algorithm. There is no direct access to the spectral output of the interrogator. This meant that it was not possible to employ phase analysis approaches, and thus the EFFPI was interrogated by tracking the central wavelength of the peaks in the channeled spectrum. If the change in pressure was sufficient to move one of the channeled spectrum peaks out of the spectral window of the interrogator, “jumps” were observed within the data, which were removed using the approach detailed in figure 2, and implemented in Labview [16].

![Fig. 2. Schematic of the EFFPI post-processing method for the SmartScan spectral peak data.](image)

Fig. 2. Schematic of the EFFPI post-processing method for the SmartScan spectral peak data.

![Fig. 3. Raw data from the interrogator. Gr01, Gr02…Gr05 refer to 1st to 5th peak wavelengths returned by the interrogator.](image)

Fig. 3. Raw data from the interrogator. Gr01, Gr02…Gr05 refer to 1st to 5th peak wavelengths returned by the interrogator.
A typical set of SmartScan peak raw data is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating the problem associated with the jumps in the data.

The Labview post-processing code was tested by analysing data obtained when the Druck DPI610 was used to change the reference port pressure. This process ensured repeatability and checked for sensor hysteresis. In these tests, the sensor was also tested to significantly higher pressures to check for non-linearity, with the tests repeated at three different temperatures, 22°C, 9.2°C and -13.5°C, representative of typical ambient temperatures found during the flight test. The raw spectral peak wavelength data was then post-processed into a wavelength vs. time series plots as shown in Fig 4. In this case, the temperature dependency of the sensor is clearly visible.

\[
C_{FP} = 0.4458e^{-0.01913T} + 6.35 \times 10^{-9}e^{0.04463T}
\]

where \(C_{FP}\) is the EFFPI calibration coefficient and \(T\) is the temperature in Kelvin. The response of the sensor to pressure over the tested range was linear at all temperatures, although the repeatability of the measurements was an order of magnitude lower than that observed in the initial laboratory calibration of the sensor. In this case the calibration data indicated 95% confidence intervals ranging from +/-2.15% at 22°C, +/-4.17% at 9.2°C, increasing to +/-4.92% at -13.5°C.

The significant reduction in the resolution of the sensor was a result of the non-optimal peak-fitting and tracking algorithm that was set in the SmartScan Aero firmware. Solutions to this issue is the subject of further work.

### Preliminary Wind Tunnel Tests

Initial tests of the EFFPI sensor in a wind tunnel were performed by mounting the sensor in a test plate on a 30% model of the Bulldog aircraft fuselage. The test plate contained both the EFFPI and Kulite sensors. Details of these tests can be found in previous work [17], [18]. These tests showed the sensor to be robust and to have the repeatability and characteristics expected from the initial calibration. The high level of repeatability was possible as, in this case, the interrogation system used the initial calibration of the sensor could be used. The wind tunnel tests also confirmed that the Kulite and EFFPI sensors could be used over the range of pressures expected to be measured during the the flight test.
**Bulldog Flight Test Platform**

In order to complete the flight tests, a Scottish Aviation Bulldog aerobatic light aircraft was modified to carry the FBG strain sensors and EFFPI pressure sensor. The Bulldog aircraft was chosen as it has adequate payload and space available for the instrumentation. Its use permits testing of the sensors up to 10,000 feet and the aircraft has a certified g-range of -4g to +6g, allowing the testing of the dynamic response of the sensors.

The modification to the aircraft, classed as -23, included the addition of a power supply box, the SmartScan Aero interrogator, a trigger box, an UEI data acquisition cube, an SBG Systems SBG Systems IG-500A-G4A2P1-B AHRS, a pressure sensor mounting plate positioned just behind the cockpit and other carry-on instruments including a handheld barometer to monitor reference pressure and a camera system to record a view from the cockpit during the flight.

The power supply and the SmartScan Aero interrogator were mounted onto a honeycomb floor plate just behind the pilots seat. The honeycomb structure was used to reduce weight, such that the total increase in weight following the modification was less than 13kg.

The 5 FBGs in the sensor array attached to the wing skin using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. The entire length of fibre was covered with 3M 425-50 speed tape. The 5th FBG (the furthest way from the fuselage) was placed inside a hypodermic needle in order to float during the test, such that it measured only the temperature and could be used to compensate for the temperature response of the other 4 FBGs.

Prior to the flight test, an additional set of RFSG's were attached adjacent to the FBGs and static tests were performed to check the confirmed acceptable agreement with the RFSGs. The wires connecting the RFSGs to the instrumentation were then removed.

The pressure sensor test plate was positioned behind the cockpit, between the aerial and beacon. The EFFPI and XCQ-093 Kulite sensors were mounted in the plate as indicated in Fig 6. The Kulite sensor wiring and optical fibre connected to the EFFPI were loomed and mounted down the fuselage and through the cockpit rear bulkhead, where they were connected to the UEI cube and to the SmartScan interrogator, respectively. The sensor reference pressure ports were also connected onto the same loom using a single pitot tube with a t-joint next to the sensors and sensor test plate. The pitot tube was then left connected to the fuselage.
open to cockpit ambient pressure, which was monitored by the DPI 740 barometer connected to a data logging personal digital assistant (PDA).

A trigger box was used to provide trigger signals to the UEI data logger during test flights. The SmartScan interrogator could not be synchronized to the UEI or AHRS data. Therefore manual synchronization was employed, using a dynamic manoeuvre during the flight test where all the recorded parameters contained a significant change at the start of the manoeuvre. During the test flights, the acquisition rates varied from several Hz for the barometer data logger to 2.5kHz for the EFFPI, the FBG and the Kulite sensor.

Flight Test Results and Discussion

For the initial flight test program, seven flights were completed to test the sensors and systems. The first six flights were concerned with troubleshooting issues with the equipment, including data-acquisition issues and an earthing problem with the Kulite sensor, which made the data from the first 6 flights void.

Flight 7, however, allowed a complete set of data from all the sensors to be recorded. The flight consisted of a climb out to 8400 feet based on a standard altimeter pressure setting of 1013 mbar, with two straight and level conditions. A series of dynamic manoeuvres were then completed including a spin, a stall turn, a loop, a slow roll and a barrel range with g-load ranges from -1g to +4g. Subsequent flight tests have successfully extended this g-range to +6g. Data from flight 7 is shown in Fig 9 to Fig.11.

The barometer data shows the change in ambient pressure and is analogous to the altitude profile of the flight. The different stages of the flight are visible including the dynamic manoeuvres. Of interest is a comparison to the EFFPI corrected and uncorrected data. Both data sets follow similar profiles to the barometer, which suggests the sensor is behaving as absolute pressure sensor and not a relative pressure sensor. However, the magnitude in the change in pressure from the temperature corrected EFFPI data is still only half the barometric range, which suggests a partially blocked reference port for the sensor. The Kulite sensor behaves as expected for a relative pressure sensor and the manoeuvres and power changes are visible during the profile. The FBG data shows clearly the wing loading changes throughout the flight profile with the maximum load changes evident during the high-g manoeuvres, as would be expected.

Further analysis, yet to be published, has found a good correlation of the FBG strain with the bending behaviour of the wing, considered as a cantilever system.

Further more detailed plots of the dynamic manoeuvres are shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11. In this case, all the sensors capture the significant features of the manoeuvres. In particular spectral analysis of the data recoded by the EFFPI, Kulite and FBG data during the spin yielded a spin frequency of around 0.4 Hertz which matches to within 1%, the spin frequency estimated from the on-board camera movie. For the loop manoeuvre, the AHRS data also matched expected load characteristics seen in the FBG data.

Conclusions

Two types of fibre optic sensor have been developed and flight tested on a Bulldog aerobatic light aircraft over a g-range of -1g to +6g. An FG system has been used to measure wing strain at 4 points on the aircraft wing and an EFFPI sensor has been developed to measure dynamic pressure on a selected point on the aircraft fuselage. The resolution of the strain system was shown to be 0.29% of full scale, i.e. equivalent to conventional RFSG’s. Laboratory tests of the EFFPI pressure sensor suggested a resolution of 0.33% of full scale. However, due to the requirement to use a certified interrogator on-board the aircraft, use of non-optimal peak-tracking methods in the interrogator firmware reduced the EFFPI resolution by a factor of 10. The flight tests though still provided sufficient resolution from both fibre optic sensors to allow analysis of a series of 5 dynamic high-g manoeuvres. Further aircraft modifications and flight tests are planned in the near future and it is hoped the EFFPI resolution issues can addressed through either firmware changes to the SmartScan Aero box, or the carriage of more bespoke EFFPI interrogator equipment. This will then provide an unsteady fibre optic pressure sensor with an equivalent resolution to conventional Kulite, but without the EMC limitations.
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Fig. 9. Bulldog flight test profile showing data from the FBG, EFFPI, Kulite and barometer sensors.

Fig. 10. Bulldog flight test profile showing selected data from the FBG, EFFPI and Kulite sensors during the spin and loop manouevre.

Fig. 11. Bulldog flight data from the loop manouevre indicating the stages of the manoeuvre.
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